VETERAN HOYA ELEVEN CLASHES WITH STRONG EASTERN ELEVEN IN IMPRESSIVE NINE-GAME SCHEDULE FOR 1939

Fr. Kehoe Announces Resumption of Relations with George Washington, Syracuse, N.Y.U.

By WILLIAM A. BRENNAN, Sports Editor, '39

The Blue and Gold, which was kicked back into the spotlight of football circles last year by the eventful season, is starting anew this fall. The University football team is making the rounds of eastern states and universities, trying to prove the old saying with a new twist—"The best are the bravest!"

With the beginning of the new season on the horizon, the focus is on the strength and potential of the Georgetown team, which is looking forward to facing some of the toughest opponents in the country.

The schedule:

Sept. 23—(Pending) at home.
Sept. 29—Temple at Philadelphia.
Oct. 7—Reedsville at home.
Oct. 14—Syracuse at Syracuse.
Oct. 21—Amsterdam at Austinburg, Pa.
Oct. 28—George Washington at home.
Nov. 15—Maryland at Washington, D.C.
Nov. 22—Georgetown at New York.
Nov. 29—The Orangemen of Syracuse and the Violets of New York University will be the opponents for the final game of the season.

The schedule is designed to challenge the Georgetown team and prepare them for the upcoming season.

FROTH RETREAT ENDS

REV. JOHN J. KEHOE, S.J.
Nov. 20

Froth Retreat ends with a high note, as the members are looking forward to the upcoming season with enthusiasm.

DESTINIES OF SENIOR BALL TO BE GUIDED BY THOMAS D. MAHER

Elected to Chairmanship Without Opposition; Dr. Ruby Addresses Gathering

Thomas D. Maher '39, of Pennsylvania, received the chairmanship of the Senior Ball Committee. The Senior Class elected Mr. Maher by acclamation last Thursday.

The newly elected chairman promises that this year's ball will be a feature event on the scholastic social calendar. The names of the committee, which will be chosen in the course of the next week, will appear in the October 15 issue of The Hoya.

Leading Bands

Plans for contacting leading dance orchestras in the East are being formulated, and Mr. Maher assures the students that the selection of the band will meet with the approval of the committee. The hotel for the selection will be held at the Wardman Park Hotel.

Dr. Ruby Speaks

Following the election, Dr. James S. Ruby, president of the university, addressed the assembled seniors.

He explained that the principal task of his new position is to rekindle the spirit of the Georgetown alumni throughout the country. The Alumni Bulletin, he was to be published monthly, will do much towards reaching the graduating organization. Dr. Ruby stated, however, that the Bulletin can function only if the class of '39 supports it unreservedly.

Football or Parlor Rugby Dilemma

Faces Frosh on Eve of Big Game

Local Date or Away Game

Main Issue

The crisis is at hand! This week a certain G. F. freshman in Collier Hall is faced with what is perhaps the most momentum decision of his entire life. Many other students are faced with similar problems.

Saturday afternoon the Hoyas eleven will meet the Manhattan powerhouse in New York. Our classmate has for a number of years been looking forward to his first visit to "the big city."" Coming from Colorado, he is indeed justified in wanting to see Broadway, Park Avenue, Fifth Avenue, etc. But alas! He cannot afford to miss the football game and supply the Bulletin with copy.

Some interesting facts disclosed by Dr. Ruby included the following: the band will meet Manhattan at 11:30 a.m. on Saturday; if the Hoyas win, the band will meet Manhattan at 11:30 a.m. on Sunday.
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"Il faut manger pour vivre, non pas vivre pour manger..." —Molière.

A short while ago the cafeteria privilege was withdrawn. As this was an unpleasant surprise to those more concerned with creature comforts, derogatory muttered were heard. Alarming, too, were the plaints of those armed with carefully prepared "doctors' certificates." These worthies, on overlooking their carefully recorded symptoms, began to speculate as to their chances of escaping the "grin reaper.

To no avail the outcries. Cafeteria society bowed its collective head to the inevitable, mollified somewhat by promises of better things and a plea for patience and tolerance during the difficult period of adjustment. A reasonable length of time has elapsed—
it's now time to praise or condemn. And the consensus praises.

The management has demonstrated a definite desire to please. The food is of good quality, fairly prepared (considering the quantity), and well served. To those of us acquainted with the dining halls of old, new vistas have been opened. But most praise—

Under recent years, American isolation had been guaranteed by reason of the distant ocean separating our nation from the enemy. Essential safety, then, has always been the constant concern of the government. But today, the world-wide developments have brought with it a virtual cessation of foreign trade and fostering of a self-sufficient, independent nation. Fascist governments, suddenly brought a realization of the importance of such a policy, itself against military invasion, but must take definite steps to preserve our independence.

In a broader view, the Monroe Doctrine was re-stated in the assumption that the United States Army and Navy were to be used as deterrents in the Western Hemisphere. This was true of the Monroe Doctrine itself, and the United States, as the country, is really the only remaining member. But with the collapse of foreign control, this union was severed to some degree. Difficulties arising in the years, 1939-41, we are supplying economic aid to our country. But with the rigid control of industries and of labor, the Fascists were able to underwrite American manufacturers in this new method of international barter economy. Improved trade relations, good-will flights, and widespread propaganda contributed to successful penetration of South America by both Italy and Germany. Mercenaries were poured into the thinner areas of South American defense, and took definite steps to strengthen the Pan-American Union.

Mr. Baruch

Thus, with a dramatic last look, that the United States is unprepared to wage a defensive war, came somewhat as a shock to many who had been secure in our isolation. But Mr. Baruch and President Roosevelt were not merely considering our own territorial limits, but also our conflict to protect both North and South America. Hence, Mr. Baruch proposed: Immediate construction of a "two-ocean" navy, a substantially stronger air force; a larger and better equipped army; enactment of an industrial and military mobilization law; and a tax on foreign profits to meet foreign underwriting in South America—necessary, if it. To accomplish these ends, Mr. Baruch proposed a 

The present capitalization of France and England is $25,000,000,000. This conference has brought a fuller realization of the fact that our efforts, not just our South American neighbors. Germany and Italy, as members of the United States, is potentially the most powerful country in the world. But Germany's industries must be supplied with raw materials, and the United States must be supplied with coal. And America and Germany can accomplish this by three methods: (a) purchase of raw materials; (b) domination of all eastern European economic power; and (c) economic penetration of the United States.

The latter is clearly the most uncomfortable to American sensibility.

(End Note: The opinions of this editor are his own and not necessarily those of The Hoyas.)

UNIVERSITY STAFF

PHILODEMIC INCREASES SCHEDULE OF DEBATES

Defeat Last Year Prompts Change in Policy; Seven New Members Accepted

Once again the Philodemic Debating Society of Georgetown University has increased its schedule of debates. Last year, under the Rev. John J. Toohey, S.J., the society faced defeat against its old tradition of victorious teams with a larger and more extensive schedule of debates than in former years.

In past years it was the policy of this society to accept only a few members, but this year the number of forensic encounters will be greatly increased. Not only will the number of debates be increased, but the number of teams will also be increased, amounting to seven. From Georgetown to Chicago during last spring, the number of forensic encounters will be even greater.

Many Debates

The fact that this record has been broken is responsible for the contemplated change. Instead of having only a few members, the number of novices in the debate teams has been increased. The new members will have to speak more often, and thus their debating skills will improve proportionately. The aim of the Philodemic Society is to increase the number of debates and to foster a spirit of individual ability, and this in itself will contribute greatly to the winning of debates, Mr. Martin stated.

Trips Planned

Several trips are planned for the debating season. The society will continue to find new audiences for a large number of debates. This year, the society will make a tour through the eastern states. It is expected that the spring semester, perhaps during the month of April, will be the first meeting of the society. The Philodemic Society has already decided that it will select one of its members to come from the University of Notre Dame this year, instead of the University of Florida, and Randolph-Macon College. Under the guidance of Father Toohey and at the discretion of the members of the society, several amendments and constitutional changes are expected to be made in the near future. (Continued on page 10)

'SWING MUSIC' ARTICLE FEATURED IN JOURNAL

First Issue of College Magazine Begins September 25th

Inaugurating an entirely new period and program in its history, the George­town College Journal this week will make its initial appearance of the present year.

Featured in the first edition will be an article entitled "Swing Music Is America." This piece will sketch the history of the music and its chief characteristics and its place in the modern world.

Bicycle Trip Related

Editor Donald E. Green, who has recently been an editorial contributor to "Hollywood, the Little Kingdom," will give a story of his bicycling trip from Georgetown to Chicago during last spring.

The staff of the publication hope to produce a magazine that is both entertaining and informative. The magazine will be possible, more controversial program than the past. The publication will be a weekly, and with this policy, there will also be an autumn issue. The magazine is to be published just before the beginning of the autumn from the year of its inception to the present.

Other Articles

Also included will be the life story of the famous English Catholic poet, Ernest Christopher Dawson, and a light discussion of the 'Swing Music of the Heart.' These plus the must book reviews, reflections on the future of Georgetown's founder, John Carroll, will complete the first issue.

FR. RECTOR PRESIDES AT FALL CONVOCATION

Twenty Students Awarded Law Degrees; Charles A. English '39 Principal Speaker

Reverend Arthur A. O’Leary, S.J., President of Georgetown University, presided at the fall convocation of Georgetown Law School, October 16, awarding degrees to 20 students who had completed their courses during the summer. Charles A. English, of the class of 1939, was the principal speaker of the evening.

Attends Meeting

Early in the meeting, Father O’Leary (Paley) attended a meeting of the Board of Trustees. This is the regular meeting of the group which governed the university.

SOPH-FRESH DEBATES CHANGE MEMBERSHIP

Adopt Old System of Enrollment

For the coming year the new System of Freshman enrollment has been adopted. Both societies have elected their officers and are ready to work under a new system of membership whereby both clubs are comprised of freshman and sophomore members.

The two organizations expect to have their full quota of membership, Dr. Martin informed the audience.

FR. RECTOR PRESIDES AT FALL CONVOCATION

SODALITY COMMITTEES ORGANIZE MEMBERSHIP

Organization Membership

Dr. James Lowe Discusses Multiple European Situation at Large Meeting

The Georgetown Sodality of our Lady began its second and twenty-fourth year at a meeting on October 12, in the Grace Lounge, with the largest turnout in the history of the society. Prefect William English '39, of New York, welcomed all the old and new members. Each committee chairman gave a talk on the plans of his committee for the year, and expressed his wish to become an active member of the Sodality.

Men Recommended

At the end of the year the present members will recommend to Father Grattan the junior class of '39 for membership in the Sodality. These sophomores who show ability will be invited to become full-fledged members.

Men recommended must be in good standing, have fulfilled the requirements of the Sodality, in accordance with its rules, and must be "professors" of the Catholic Faith. The aim of the Sodality is to "prepare for members of the Freshman Class to become future leaders of Catholic leaders of tomorrow, so we can be men of the future," Father Grattan said.

The keynote of the meditations was the picture that Father Cotter drew of God, contrasted with the world's present idea of God. The world portrays God as a tyrant, with a whip in his hand, and Father Cotter believes that God is not a tyrant, but something that God won't forgive us for. In order that we become strong, we must be brave in our work and the God that is a part of this Christian parade. We must be Catholic leaders of tomorrow, so we must prepare ourselves for the future. Before dismissing the students Friday morning, Father Cotter congratulated the students on their fine cooperation in the retreat.

THESPISANS PLAN RADIO STATION FOR HILLTOP

Proceeds of Comic Productions Directed Towards Development of New Field

One of the contemplated plans of the Mask and Bauble Club for the coming year is the installation of a radio equipment here at the College. The proposed radio station to be installed on the campus is something never before attempted, and the success of the venture depends entirely on the financial success of the Mask and Bauble Club for the coming year.

The station was formerly situated in thePhysics Laboratory, but at present it is only a few blocks away from the north end of the Maguire Science Building. Mr. Behrens' advice is that the station be turned over to the Sodality. Father Grattan was present to open the station.

Messages Delivered

Last year's events were delivered for members of the Freshman Class. This will be the first time that the society has been established in the Freshman Class, and the society's goal is to "prepare for members of the Freshman Class to become future leaders of Catholic leaders of tomorrow, so we can be men of the future," Father Grattan said.

Under the direction of President Jack Thompson the Georgetown University Radio Club will be on the development and enlargement of the amateur radio equipment here at the College. During the past summer many improvements were made in the Physics laboratory which will be of benefit to the Radio Club.

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB RESUMES OPERATION

Technique and Code Classes Provided for New Members; Station to be Enlarged

The station was formerly situated at the north end of the Magazine Physics Laboratory, but at present it is only a few blocks away from the north end of the Physics Laboratory. The station was designed for the use of the Freshman Class, and the station's goal is to be of benefit to the Radio Club.

Messages Delivered

Last year's events were delivered for members of the Freshman Class. This will be the first time that the society has been established in the Freshman Class, and the society's goal is to "prepare for members of the Freshman Class to become future leaders of Catholic leaders of tomorrow, so we can be men of the future," Father Grattan said.

Messages Delivered

Last year's events were delivered for members of the Freshman Class. This will be the first time that the society has been established in the Freshman Class, and the society's goal is to "prepare for members of the Freshman Class to become future leaders of Catholic leaders of tomorrow, so we can be men of the future," Father Grattan said.
With ideal weather conditions on Friday morning, the Hoyas took the field at Griffith Stadium to face the Capitals in their first game of the season. The Hoyas won 23-10, with Jack Spencer scoring 19 points on his 4 field goals from the field and 19 points on 9 conversions off the field. The game was marked by a strong defense, with the Hoyas intercepting 5 passes and recovering 2 fumbles. The Capitals' offense struggled to gain yardage, with the Hoyas leading in total yards 399 to 101. The victory marked the Hoyas' first win of the season and set the stage for a strong campaign for the team.
William L. P. Burke
Varsity Guard

By Don Callahan '40

---

He has a smart head, a hard fist, a voice like a Strad-cello, bresett from his head and bunched in his hands. To Head Coach Hagerty he's "one of the outstanding men in the field of college football," and to his classmates he's "Bill Burke, a right guy."

Let's get back a bit. First interest in football in the New York area was displayed at the New York Athletic Club in 1889, and the news of the rechallenging of this game is probably the highlight of an announcement. The Violet game, until last year when it was dropped, was unquestionably the one which drew the most attention so far as Georgetown was concerned, and the one which Bill Burke was always pointed for on the Hilltop.

JAPERS A TEST TO UNDEFEATED HOYAS.
BLUE AND GRAY FACE STRONGEST FOE

Teams Renew Rivalry for Sixth Straight Year: Large Crowd Anticipated As Close Game Is Expected—G. U. Students To Attend

The picture, Yankee Stadium: The dust has just settled from the recent World Series, as an unsurpassed Georgetown team takes the field, fighting its way in the football world, and are expected to equal or better this score. The Hoyas will play the role of the field judge next Saturday afternoon when the Kelly gang are in New York. It will pay dividends.*****

The Hoyas are hampered by one thing this year, still working out with a number of young and inexperienced players. But with every indication of shrinkage of the team, and the solid building of the men, which is the secret of the Hoyas' success, they are expected to continue their winning ways.

Hard Luck

This year the Hoyas were hampered by one thing, still working out with a number of young and inexperienced players. But with every indication of shrinkage of the team, and the solid building of the men, which is the secret of the Hoyas' success, they are expected to continue their winning ways.

Blue and Gray Get Off to Slow Start; Meltendeck Stars For Winners

After a slow and sluggish third quarter, the Hoyas took the high road and were able to roll in the fourth quarter to defeat Roanoke 36-6, a week ago. Saturday's game was a classic even before the first whistle. The Hoyas put on a stonewall defense for the first 45 minutes and held the Hoyas to a 1:16 lead, but, under the blasting pound of three Georgetown teams, began to tire in the final quarter.

Having beaten Hampden-Sydney the previous week with a lopsided score of 54-6, the Hilltoppers were expected to equal or better this score tonight. The Hoyas looked like their old self when he gave up 117 points, that we are the "champions of Virginia's Junior Football League," and the Hoyas are expected to continue their winning ways.

The Hoyas are hampered by one thing this year, still working out with a number of young and inexperienced players. But with every indication of shrinkage of the team, and the solid building of the men, which is the secret of the Hoyas' success, they are expected to continue their winning ways.

Blue and Gray Face Strongest Foeh.

We're in a quandary, and we don't mind telling you so, after watching our Hoyas perform and then see those old New Yorkers go back and cut a second on the scoreboard, we had to glance over the statistics. The Hoyas have been trapped, but if you look at the statistics, it is not as bad as it seems. The Hoyas have been trapped, but if you look at the statistics, it is not as bad as it seems.*****
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*****

By way of the "greencard": Ticket Kesten is scheduled to return again to Washington as coach of the "Tigers" at Georgetown Prep. . . Coach Kesten Owes claim that the "greencards" Policy is to be extended on all college club. . . . The Hoyas had one of the first paid football teams to enter the college world. The Hoyas are expected to continue their winning ways.
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**BY BILL O'CONOR**

Having just finished a delicious meal in the newly redecorated Maguire Grill, I may say that I am aware of several of my fellow classmates bellitting the system of eating which is now in vogue at this venerable hall. As you know, Maguire is the "place to eat" and the spot for a pleasant and correct society in this University. It is here that the "nouveau riches" and the "Staid" Students partake of their daily delicacies accompanied by a rather imposing crowd of lay protectors under the leadership of smiling Harry Helme, the students' friend. It is here that the students find the important affairs of state, society, finance, and tea dance are settled at leisure over a cup of steaming coffee. How often have we confided our troubles and secrets to a companion in one of the quiet corners of the art embellished grill room while waiting for dessert. In fact the worries of the entire senior class (and there are many) might be discussed while waiting for the next course.

Some of the dissipates seemed to think that the service was not quite what it could be, but this of course is absurd. With this new calearia system one is allowed a hour and a quarter at each meal in order that some may continue their activities and still eat lunch or dinner. Upon arriving at the first course one is not in a hurry, supine-tabled waiter and the door to a table which will accommodate your party. Here one cannot help but be attracted at the cleanliness of the class and silverware. It is rather to mention the spotless damask tablecloth. If it is breakfast one is informed that there is a choice and which would be preferable, hot or cold cereal. There is also the element of surprise at this meal. Everyone is eager to see what will be served up and the mooded on that cloudy morning. Perhaps it is a bit of ham or bacon, or if it is Friday, a tempting jelly may lurk beneath the golden surface of the appetizing dish. If one does not like the jelly for this famous cafe. For as all know, Maguire's service is generous, and the eating there is satisfactory.
One of the strangest and most awe-inspiring events of the week was the parade. On Saturday afternoon, the parade was the main event, drawing a large and enthusiastic crowd. The floats were colorful and elaborate, featuring local businesses and organizations. The music, provided by the town's marching band, added to the festive atmosphere. The parade ended with a fireworks display, leaving the audience in awe of the spectacle.

**Intramural Sports**

(Continued from page 4)

The Blue Hose men were victorious in their first game of the season against the Green Dragons. The final score was 8-2, with the Blue Hose men looking strong in both offense and defense.

**In the News**

(Continued from page 5)

The report on the school's annual banquet was well-received, with many students expressing their appreciation for the hard work put into planning the event. The keynote speaker, a local historian, delivered an engaging talk on the history of the school, which was enjoyed by all in attendance.

**Arts and Entertainment**

The local theater company presented a well-received production of the classic play, "Romeo and Juliet." The actors' performances were praised, and the set design was a highlight of the production. The audience was left with a lasting impression of the timeless tale of love and tragedy.

**Sports**

The football team continued their winning streak, defeating their rivals in a close game. The final score was 21-17, with the winning team displaying their skills both defensively and offensively.

**Music and Performing Arts**

The annual music festival was a success, with a variety of local musicians and performers taking the stage. The event featured a range of genres, from classical to rock, with each performance leaving the audience in amazement.

**Community Events**

The annual community picnic was a great success, bringing together residents from all around the town. The event featured games, food, and music, providing a warm and welcoming atmosphere for all.

**Local News**

A local entrepreneur opened a new store in the downtown area, offering a range of products and services. The store's opening was well-publicized, and the community welcomed the new addition to the local economy.

**School Events**

A special assembly was held to honor the school's outstanding students. The assembly featured speeches from teachers and administrators, as well as student awards presentations. The event was a celebration of the students' hard work and achievements.

**Alumni News**

Several alumni from the school's past were present at the event, sharing their experiences and insights. The reunion event was a great opportunity for former students to reconnect and reminisce about their time at the school.

**Local Business**

A new business was set to open in the coming weeks, offering a range of services to the community. The business is expected to bring new jobs and opportunities to the area.

**Obituaries**

The local newspaper provided a tribute to a beloved community member who had passed away. The obituary highlighted their contributions to the community and their impact on those they touched.

**Letters to the Editor**

The letters section featured a variety of opinions and viewpoints, offering a platform for community members to express their thoughts and concerns.

**Calendar of Events**

The upcoming events were announced, including festivals, concerts, and community gatherings. The calendar provides valuable information for residents looking to get involved in local activities.

**Letters to the Editor**

The letters section featured a variety of opinions and viewpoints, offering a platform for community members to express their thoughts and concerns.

**Rental Ad**

A local advertisement for a rental property was featured, offering information for those interested in finding a place to live in the area.

**The Hoyas**

Cordially Solicits the Patronage of Georgetown University Students and Faculty Members

**Rates as Low as $50 a Month**

Every Room with Bath

Please Call in Person for Inspection

**RALEIGH HABERDASHER**

Washington's Last Man's Wear Store•3150 9 STREET

**ANGELO**

FIRST CLASS BARBER

Catering to the G. U. Students for 14 Years

Haircutting a Specialty

1254 36th Street

**There's Cheer**

A seat full of fun... $4.00

White, stripes and checks . . . . $2 up

Call for correctives 25c

If it isn't on an Arrow label, it isn't a Arrow

Please Call in Person for Inspection

**In the News**

This is National Arrow Week!

High time you hopped off the wagon and treated yourself to Arrow's best in shirts, collars, ties, handkerchiefs and underwear. If you want to be first else will be wearing six months hence, see an Arrow dealer today—between classes, and scoop up some Arrows.
Officers Announced; Same Policy as Last Year to Be Continued

The first meeting this semester of the Pathfinder Club will be held on Wednesday, October 26, at 8:30 p.m. in the Healy Building, Room 104. The officers for this year, who have already been elected, are as follows: President, William Geoghan; Secretary, Robert Effler; and Treasurer, Peter Hoffmans.

The meeting for this year proved so successful that the same form will be followed. Membership to the club, to whom membership in the club is restricted, will meet each month for dinner at 2400 16th Street. To each dinner will be invited some prominent man, who will speak to the seniors on the problems of his own particular profession or business.

Father Foley in his present making plans for this year's lecturers, and the guests who will speak to the seniors, the fathers of the seniors to speak before the club. The names of lecturers will be announced later.

Purpose

The primary purpose of the Pathfinder Club is to give the seniors a clear understanding of the importance and the possibilities in the business world, and to give them a better conception of what can be gained already upon a career, the conditions involved in their desire to meet the opportunities in their chosen lines. We are going to point them for the difficulties that they will have to face.

A secondary aim of the club is to bring about a greater feeling of unity in the University. The Pathfinder Club of the previous session has been divided into numerous separate classes.

INITIAL DANCE HELD

BY WASHINGTON CLUB

Receives Fifty New Members; Plans Made for Coming Social Season

At its first dance of the year, the Washington Club received fifty new members into its midst last Friday evening at the home of Mr. Erskine McCann, 1137 11th Street, in nearby Virginia. This number makes the first of a series of monthly parties to be climaxed by formal balls to be held on the first of the months. The formal dances will be held at Thanksgiving, Christmas, Easter, and June Week.

Plans for these affairs are progressing splendidly under the direction of Mr. Tim Driscoll, president of the organization, Mr. Robert Henry Amsden, secretary, and Mr. Ralph Morgan, treasurer. All of these are students of the College, and are doing an extremely fine job.

MACHINE MAJOR

Major Maker is back again as druf major, this year twirling two sticks with equal facility. This has thrilled the fine art of strutting things, and the story of his every appearance makes a big hit with the students.

COUPLES DANCES

(Continued from page 1)

Social dances will be spotlighted on the campus Friday night to transport the students to ballroom splendor. Major Maker and Mr. John S. Creaghman, Jr., will company the band to the New Year.

ONE-ACT PLAYS

(Continued from page 1)

Bill Driscoll, the president of the organization, has stressed the fact that this is the one hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the University, and this fact alone has driven Bill to creating a program that surpasses anything previously attempted. The choice of plays and the creation of the production is not only remarkable, but, at the same time, venture into larger fields, herefore untapped on the campus stage.

The cast of the Mask and Talbot has studied this year's choice of Georgetown dramatics.

MR. HAROLD CHAIT, COLLEGE REPRESENTATIVE

CLOTHING FOR COLLEGE MEN

- ENGLISH DRAPE SUITS • SPORTS SUITS
- JACKETS • SLACKS • REVERSIBLE COATS
- CAMEL HAIR COATS • FULL DRESS & TUXEDO SUITS • DRESS WEAR ACCESSORIES
- ENGLISH DRAPE SUITS • SPORTS SUITS
- ENGLISH DRAPE SUITS • SPORTS SUITS
- ENGLISH DRAPE SUITS • SPORTS SUITS

Showing on Fridays by Harold Chait

LEWIS & THOS. SALTZ, INC.

1615 16TH STREET, N. W.

NOT CONNECTED WITH SALTZ, WETZ, INC.

THE PARKER VACUMATIC

GUARANTEED MECHANICALLY PERFECT

PENS: $5 17/20 $7 17/20

STANDS

1935—G. U. 20, Manhattan 20
1940—G. U. 9, Manhattan 0
1945—G. U. 13, Manhattan 0
1936—G. U. 0, Manhattan 13
1937—G. U. 12, Manhattan 20
Won 2—Lost 2—Tied 1

First In Style
First In Performance
First in the Hearts of College Students

The Pen that Has What It Takes to Put You on Even Writing Terms with Anyone Else in Your Class

If you want the Pen that ranks No. 1 in America's schools and colleges—that will help you rate as no other pen you can carry—to do your best work, to save you time and give you better results, then the Parker Vacumatic is the Pen for you. It is the Pen that requires filling only 3 or 4 times from one pen to the next, that cuts expensive ink supply.

The Parker Vacumatic won't cramp your style but will add to the prestige of your name. It offers you a term's protection against the possibility of a Pen that runs dry unexpectedly in classes or quizzes. If you want the Pen that ranks No. 1 in America's schools and colleges—that will help you rate as no other pen you can carry—to do your best work, to save you time and give you better results, then the Parker Vacumatic is the Pen for you. It is the Pen that requires filling only 3 or 4 times from one pen to the next, that cuts expensive ink supply.

The Parker Vacumatic won't cramp your style but will add to the prestige of your name. It offers you a term's protection against the possibility of a Pen that runs dry unexpectedly in classes or quizzes. If you want the Pen that ranks No. 1 in America's schools and colleges—that will help you rate as no other pen you can carry—to do your best work, to save you time and give you better results, then the Parker Vacumatic is the Pen for you. It is the Pen that requires filling only 3 or 4 times from one pen to the next, that cuts expensive ink supply.

The Parker Vacumatic won't cramp your style but will add to the prestige of your name. It offers you a term's protection against the possibility of a Pen that runs dry unexpectedly in classes or quizzes. If you want the Pen that ranks No. 1 in America's schools and colleges—that will help you rate as no other pen you can carry—to do your best work, to save you time and give you better results, then the Parker Vacumatic is the Pen for you. It is the Pen that requires filling only 3 or 4 times from one pen to the next, that cuts expensive ink supply.
The Hoya

By William Dumas ’39

It wasn’t so very long ago that the Hilltop had what is usually expressed as a “racy” note, one that, at the football game last Saturday, was the subject of interest in the game and in the cheering as well as in the “boozing” they had hanging on a few. This year it was even more so that the freshmen had taken on the tied-of-cheering attitude. As a result the young Gentlemen of the Class of ’39 are doing the same.

Going back to my Sophomore year, I recall a group of forty-odd fellows who had a cold and traveled 300 miles to Morgantown to see G. U. take on the Mountaineers. They got up at 4 a.m., mind you, to make this tireless trek over the mountains, and it was the cheering of the cold but loud 40 that was one of the main reasons for the Blue and Grey’s decisive victory; any of the coaches. Let’s go fellows, and get into the spirit of this season by getting behind a team, which at the present moment is looking forward to one of the most successful seasons ever enjoyed by a Big-City club.

How many of you have ever bought such a big stock yard? Millions of cattle walking around in a large yard, and then little by little they are squirted, taken down the deuce and a half, and eventually into a slaughter house. Do you see the picture? Well the next time you go to a meat store, look at the meatlaughter and you will see how they all converge into the meatballs. All this time put together with care. The butcher’s assistant will quite possibly say “COMSOME, ROULIGN, HORS D’OURES, FRICASSÉE, BOU ELION, HORS D’OUVRES, POMMES DE TERRE AU GRATIN, DEUX POULETS, POULET, POMMES DE TERRE AU GRATIN, DEMI-TASSE DES GLACES resurrect their evening’s dinners and White Castle counties.

Do you realize what you are doing when you call your friends “Bobbie?” Everyone has some knowledge of the picture. A TWO FACED CROOK AND I’m BROKE STOP INCIDENTALLY THE BOYS EVEN HAVE THE RACES FIXED.

Of Fuller Brush Nash, who is fresh from his second performance of being caught in the social whirlpool that hovers and rages around Washington, D.C., in the Auburn for the better part of the school year. The Manhattan game will afford an opportunity for many of the boys to “let loose” in the Gotham City; and this weekend followed up with the Temple game and extra college games.

Effler has gotten himself into a lot of trouble of late. I thought you were all set in your curricular activities in and about the city of Philadelphia. IT IS COLLECT TO YOU LOVINGLY COMMA FATHER”

In the Auburn Plainsman there is this catching little problem in arithmetic.

Teacher: “Jimmy, in the Jones family there are the father, the mother, and the baby. How many does that make in all?”

Jimmy: “Two, and one to carry.”

In “Thoughts of the Week” from the Spirit Mary’s Institute: “DEAR SON STOP YOU SAY THE SCHOOL IS CHARGING QUADS FEE FOR BUSINESS USE AND I DON’T HAVE ANY BUSINESS AND I DON’T HAVE ANY MONEY’”

In “The school is in great trouble and everybody has to pay double tuition. “Lovingly, your Son.”

Well the show moves on with the story sounding much like that of the fresh man. . . . The sooner came in two days and it was a telegram reading:

“DEAR S—STOP YOU SAY THE SCHOOL IS CHARGING QUADS FEE FOR BUSINESS USE AND I DON’T HAVE ANY BUSINESS AND I DON’T HAVE ANY MONEY’”

In this column, each week, there will appear brief notes on new books, or old books newly bought. There will also be a table the books, but from the people who are just undertaking your college work. I recall my old friend, the “Quad” Snooper. It was from him that I heard about the spring meeting of the Library club. And now I ask you: Can you cite and briefly describe its limitations. And so at George-town, in the Riggs Memorial Library (which includes the Rand- dail Reading Room), we shall do our best to satisfy all who want us, but we reserve the right to X-fract two new rules if continued with undue originality.

“In a column, each week, there will appear brief notes on new books, or old books newly bought. There will also be a new feature—a sort of ‘Jeopardy’ table the books, but from the people who are just undertaking your college work. I recall my old friend, the “Quad” Snooper. It was from him that I heard about the spring meeting of the Library club. And now I ask you: Can you cite and briefly describe its limitations. And so at George-town, in the Riggs Memorial Library (which includes the Rand- dail Reading Room), we shall do our best to satisfy all who want us, but we reserve the right to X-fract two new rules if continued with undue originality.

“Don’t you have anything interesting to say in the Library? All I ever hear about is reference books. What are the students who have been here long enough to call your attention to the “Popular Reading” table in the Riggs Reading Room (near the catalogue). This holds a selection of interesting books on travel, adventure, science, romance, and biography. They may be borrowed, or read in the Reading Room. If there is any popular title that you would like to use added to the Library shelves, jot down the author and title and leave it with the librarian. We will add it to the “Popular Reading” table. We receive new books receivin the most votes."

“Quads” Foley will love this one, mostly because the joke is on him.

“Gone” Foley will love this one, mostly because the joke is on him. They all laughed when I put on a devilish hat at the Junior Prom; they didn’t laugh when I put on the “Deep Sea Diver.” And when I say, “What’s the picture? Chick not Bob?” Renehan in—I mean Pete’s—no. He laughed every now and then uproariously and gesticulating in a fashion as if to indicate disbelief or knowledge of the subject. Finally the waiter (not Pete), answered “Chicker,” “I’m telling myself jokes and the ones I laugh at are the funny ones, and those at which I go tight with, well, those are the ones I have already heard!” (Very funny!)

Exchange.—St. Louis University.

These coming weekends promise to be very ammunite and from reports the boys are literally raring to go. The freshmen are gradually beginning to tire, and it is good to see that they do not like fresh men. . . . The sooner came in two days and it was a telegram reading:

“DEAR S—STOP YOU SAY THE SCHOOL IS CHARGING QUADS FEE FOR BUSINESS USE AND I DON’T HAVE ANY BUSINESS AND I DON’T HAVE ANY MONEY’”

In this column, each week, there will appear brief notes on new books, or old books newly bought. There will also be a table the books, but from the people who are just undertaking your college work. I recall my old friend, the “Quad” Snooper. It was from him that I heard about the spring meeting of the Library club. And now I ask you: Can you cite and briefly describe its limitations. And so at George-town, in the Riggs Memorial Library (which includes the Rand- dail Reading Room), we shall do our best to satisfy all who want us, but we reserve the right to X-fract two new rules if continued with undue originality.

In “Thoughts of the Week” from the Spirit Mary’s Institute: “DEAR SON STOP YOU SAY THE SCHOOL IS CHARGING QUADS FEE FOR BUSINESS USE AND I DON’T HAVE ANY BUSINESS AND I DON’T HAVE ANY MONEY’”

With the cry of remember the “Manhattan game” we’ll leave you now, only to say that the naming faces in the more sedate spots of New York, P. O. D.’s will see them swaying for the New Jersey and New York Alumni dance at the Billmore (New York) Saturday night.
NEW SHAPES & FINISHES

MEDICO has only pat'd filter combining cellophane exterior and 66 baffle absorbent screen interior. Baffles break up and cool smoke stream; trap nicotine, juices and flakes, automatically breaking in pipe.

SOPHOMORES EXCEL IN COMPREHENSIVES

Class of '40 Shows Market Tendency Towards Law Career

The results of the Comprehensive tests taken last year by the Sophomore Class have been released by Fr. John E. Gartlan, S.J., Dean of the College. Last year was the second year Georgetown has cooperated with the Sophomore National Test Program. There are four tests, common to the three groups, A.B., B.S., and B.S.S.

Average Maintained

In general the 1938 sophomores attained about the same average as the sophomores of 1937, the present junior Class. In the general culture test, the 1938 sophs reached the 55th percentile while the 1937 group reached the 58th percentile. The contemporary affairs test showed the 1938 sophs attaining only the 70th percentile as against the 76th reached by the 1937 sophs. The result was reversed in the English and Acquaintance Tests. The present juniors were in the 50th percentile in both; the present seniors ranked in the 46th percentile in English and 47th percentile in the test on Literary Acquaintance.

PHILODEMIC

(Continued from page 3)

of eliminating unnecessary procedure in the management of the society. The constitution will then be a flexible organ, one which will be able to care for any of the exigencies which are bound to spring up within an organization.

The officers for the coming year are: President, Dick Martin; vice president, John Flynn; recording secretary, William Driscoll; corresponding secretary, Larry Barber; censor, Louis Salk; and treasurer, Tom Gildea.

New members taken into Philodemic at the first meeting are: Fred Fuller Jr., Alfred Boylan, William Dumas, William Quinn, John McClosey, Burke E. Schonbrun, and William O'Neil.

ALUMNI TEACHES AT BROWN

Roland N. Harman, A.B., Georgetown University, 1933; M.A., Georgetown, 1934; Ph.D., Yale University, 1938, has recently been appointed to the faculty of Brown University, Providence, R.I., in the Department of English.

A HAPPY THOUGHT FOR THRIFTY COLLEGIANS

SEND your weekly laundry home by handy Railway Express

Right from your college rooms and return, conveniently, economically and fast, with no bother at all. Just phone our local college agent when to come for the bundle. He'll call for it promptly—whisk it away on speedy express trains to your city or town and return the home-done product to you—all without extra charge—the whole year through. Rates for this famous college service are low, and you can send clothes you know (only by Railway Express, by the way). It's a very popular method and adds to the happy thought. Phone our agent today. He's a good man to know.

Second and Six Sts., N.E.—Phone National 1044 Branch Office—Sherwood Sales, 1015 E St., N.W. Washington, D. C.

R A I L W A Y E X P R E S S

AGENCY, INC.

NATION-WIDE RAIL-AIR SERVICE

Railway Express

...Chesterfield writes it for everybody who smokes 'em

It's pleasure you smoke for... everybody knows that... and it's pleasure you get in every Chesterfield you light.

Chesterfields are milder and better-tasting and here's the big reason...

It takes good things to make a good product. In Chesterfield we use the best ingredients a cigarette can have... mild ripe tobaccos and pure cigarette paper.

They Satisfy

...with MORE PLEASURE

for millions